Kazakhstan subject collection, 1989-2011.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box, 1 oversize box.
Summary: Pamphlets, leaflets, serial issues, election campaign literature, circulated documents, and other printed matter, relating to political, social and economic conditions, and elections, in Kazakhstan, primarily in the post-Soviet period.
Note: In Russian and Kazakh.

Kindlerska, Stefania.
Title: Dziedzictwo i spadkobiercy : typescript, 1978.
Physical Description: 1 item (1 folder)
Summary: Relates to Poles deported to Soviet Kazakhstan, 1940-1946.
Note: Polish deportee during World War II.
Note: In Polish.

Ptasnikowa, Zofia Ludwika, 1890-1941.
Title: Dzienniki z deportacji i zasłania w Kazachstanie : 13 kwietnia 1940-26 maja 1941 : processed, n.d. / Zofia Ludwika Ptasnikowa.
Physical Description: 1 v. (68 p.) (1 ms. box)
Summary: Diary transcript, relating to conditions of Polish deportees in Kazakhstan during World War II. Edited by Mieczyslaw Ptasnik. Includes English translation.
Note: Polish deportee to the Soviet Union, 1940-1941.
Note: In Polish.

Schreibman, Enid.
Title: Enid Schreibman papers, 1990-2011.

Siedlar-Kołyszko, Teresa.
Title: Teresa Siedlar-Kołyszko papers, 1988-2014.
Physical Description: 15 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box, 3 cardfile boxes.
Summary: Letters, photographs, and phonotape cassettes, relating to Polish minority communities in the Baltic States, Belarus, Ukraine, Russia and Kazakhstan.
Note: Polish journalist.
Note: In Polish.